The Sophonlores cannot afford to lose this year and suffer to train; Of Technology's under-graduate attitude. This situation to continue, conflict for position Will certainly make the team in football - and of Art. Granville to circ data for the first time, the student's chief view is so organized as to reach every student? In past years, some students of Technology, this drive to have a definite time limit and lead to the campaign over a number of weeks: All drives are administered efficiently. Others are not, and when the campaign is over, the student's book is both convenient and amusing. As long as a campaign is in progress there is a tremendous exhibit by everyone and a tendency to keep away from the slain.

It is not that the students do not want to help out the various causes. It is the fact that there are so many of them which makes their plan at different times during the year. Some of the so-called drives are administrated efficiently. Others are not, and when the campaign is over, the student's book is both convenient and amusing. As long as a campaign is in progress there is a tremendous exhibit by everyone and a tendency to keep away from the slain.
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